Decoys and Ducks

By Anna Von Reitz
There are a lot of upset and confused people out there, as they wake up and realize that
"something's wrong". This is why we titled our book, "You Know Something's Wrong When....."----because that is how most of us wake up. Something too jarring surfaces in our lives and we know for
a fact that "something is wrong"-- even if we don't know why.
It is at this stage of awakening that a lot of mistakes are made. It's similar to a bear waking up out of
hibernation. It's dazed. It's hungry. It's wondering WTF?
And in such a circumstance, we normally revert to what we were taught as youngsters in school,
most of which turns out to be incomplete or wrong.
Right now we have dozens of groups all over America, all trying to address the government problem,
and generally speaking, not having a clear view of what the problem is.
We've got European "ringers" in here, mostly well-funded bids to take over the governmental
services contracts vacated by the bankrupt "UNITED STATES, INC." and the "USA, Inc.". These
include "The Republic for the United States of America" (Inc.) from France and THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA, INC. from Scotland.
We've got a homegrown and even more deluded version headed up by Keith Livingway and "Reign of
Heaven - The United States of America, Inc."
These efforts are all based on the idea that you can steal our identity and infringe on our
international copyright of our doing-business-as name and
the additional idea that people are too stupid to figure out that the perps are just another corporation
in the business of providing "governmental services" for hire.
But we have figured it out, even if it took an embarrassingly long time.
None of these entities were ever our sovereign government. By definition, they can't be.
If you are an incorporated entity of any kind, you hold a "charter" granted by another parent
entity---- and therefore, you are not independent and not "sovereign". You are a franchise of the
organization granting your charter instead.
And all these look-alike, sound-alike wannabe governmental services corporations are no more our
lawful government than a decoy is a duck.
We've also got people out there promoting a Convention of the States under Article V, but they are
trying to do this under the Territorial Constitution and in the name of the Territorial States of States,
which don't have diddly squat do-do to do with us and the actual government owed to this country.

Think about it. Can you have a "State of Florida" ---- any kind of "State of Florida" at all, without first
having a "Florida"?
No.
You can't.
"Florida" is the State. And Florida holds all the "powers" of the State.
All these other organizations calling themselves "states" are in fact "States of States" and they tell
you that they are. Just read the words: "State of Wisconsin" or "STATE OF OHIO".
It's doesn't matter if it's a Territorial state of state like State of Florida, or a Municipal state of state
like "STATE OF FLORIDA" or a United Nations Regional state of state like "FLORIDA" ---- all of these
things are just private businesses operating under formerly delegated powers and authorities.
If you want to see the definition of a "state of state" look in the definitions section of the Uniform
Commercial Code.
I say "formerly delegated" because all three actual branches of the Federal Government have been
rendered incompetent.
The actual Federal Government we are owed has been moth-balled since 1868. The Territorial
Government is bankrupt. The Municipal Government is bankrupt and liquidated.
What happens under such a circumstance?
The Delegated Powers return to those powers that delegated them in the first place --- to the States
of the Union and the People of this country doing business as The United States of America --unincorporated version.
So the State that has the power and that needs to "assemble" as in "in Congress Assembled" is (1)
unincorporated, and (2) is a land jurisdiction State, not any kind of "state of state" and (3) is
populated by actual living people, not corporate franchises, who have exercised their birthright
political status and reversionary trust rights to "return" to the land and soil of their own country.
And if there is to be a valid, lawful, actual convention of states and an actual "Congress" empowered
to take care of business, we all have to be able to recognize the "ducks" --- the actual States, and tell
them apart from the "decoys" --- the proliferation of "States of States".
The States are responsible for "reconstructing" the "lost" Federal States of States we are owed -- like
The State of Florida and The State of Maine.
So the first step is to "assemble" the actual land jurisdiction State -- for example, Florida.
The second step is to assemble the States into a Continental Congress to take care of long-overdue
land jurisdiction business issues, such as formally enrolling many of the Western States as States.
And to consider whether or not we even need a separate and foreign "Federal Government" at all
anymore.
America has grown up in the past two hundred-plus years. We have to ask ourselves --- Do we need
any foreign powers in here telling us what to do? Do we need any protection from the British Navy?
And if the answer to those and other pertinent questions are "yes", the third step is to reconstruct
the Federal States of States, like The State of Florida, and get on with our lawful business. If not, it's
time to overhaul the way we do business and put new controls in place to limit government power.

The ducks are being called to assemble--- return home to your birthright jurisdiction on the land and
soil of your home state. Follow the basic template instructions established in Article 928 on my
website: www.annavonreitz.com to reconvey your Trade Name back to the land and soil of this
country.
Use the Certificate of Assumed Name to seize control of the Public Trust, the Public Transmitting
Utility, and the Cestui Que Vie ESTATE and any other 'derivatives' that have been named after you.
Permanently domicile all these entities to the land and soil of your birth state and expatriate them
from any Territorial or Municipal or other jurisdiction.
As your babies and grandchildren and great-grandchildren are born, preserve their claim on the land
and soil of this beautiful country. Use the Baby Deed to record their actual birth --- record, never
register -- and do it as soon as you have given them a name. Just trot on down to the local land
recording office and make sure that their claim gets staked.
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